
Building a next-
generation intranet 
with Panoram

Challenge
As a fairly new organisation, they didn’t have a company intranet. 
When in the office, employees would ask colleagues to help them find 
the information they needed. As home-working was introduced during 
the Pandemic, they urgently needed a way to streamline access to 
company resources. They aspired to have a single, central workspace 
for all their organisational knowledge and a way to keep employees 
up-to-date and connected when working from home.

Introducing Panoram
Panoram is a specialist in M365-based technology solutions.

The client was referred to Panoram by a former colleague due to their 
expertise in implementing Modern SharePoint Online intranets.

After deciding on the objectives for their new intranet, Panoram 
mapped out an implementation plan divided into three sprints.

From day one, they ensured all key stakeholders were engaged in the 
project, capturing feedback that could be included in further iterations 
to ensure needs and expectations were met.

The project was managed entirely through Microsoft Teams: 
requirements gathering and priorisation, task allocation, progress 
tracking. All management information was made available to the 
organisation for complete transparency.
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A market-leading trade data analytics provider to the financial services industry were looking to create 
an online collaboration hub, utilizing existing technologies, where colleagues could easily find 
information and remain up-to-date with company news.
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The Solution
The data analytics provider now has a global ‘Hub’, built in SharePoint Online, that goes further than 
your average Intranet. The Hub has become the central platform that connects all global employees, 
providing an essential tool for collaboration, as well as access to all the resources they need to 
perform their daily tasks.

The intranet is branded according to their corporate identity and includes search utilization across all 
documents, updates, articles, events, videos and blogs. It draws together everything users need to 
know in an accessible and engaging way.

The intranet was built so that the organisation could easily maintain the solution themselves and 
ensure they continue to create content to keep their organisation ‘connected’.

Results

“Panoram made the whole project feel extremely smooth. We were kept in the loop on weekly 
standups and reports. Most importantly, the project was completed on time and within budget, 

as well as the relevant stakeholders being delighted with the results. It’s so easy to find 
information in just a few clicks now we have everything in one place so we can spend more 

time on tasks that really matter”.
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